
Stronger, Faster, Smarter



A breakthrough hair removal platform that combines ultimate functionality 
with unparalleled comfort.  Thanks to its large 4cm2 spot size and advanced 
cooling system, treatments are now much faster and pain free – offering a 
significantly improved solution for patients and practitioners alike. Soprano 
Titanium leverages the benefits of three combined wavelengths, with an 
improved patient experience and a business-oriented approach, creating a 
unique and result-driven new solution in the world of professional hair removal.

Introducing 
Soprano Titanium

The
Titanium's
System 
Highlights

Exceptionally Large Spot Size 

40% faster!

Soprano Titanium features TRIO 4cm2, a unique and 
efficient new applicator with an especially large spot size 
of 4cm2, capable of working on a grid of 600cm square. This 
breakthrough applicator makes treatments much faster 
and virtually painless, significantly cutting treatment times 
and ensuring a more comfortable experience for patients.
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15' Android Screen

Friendly and Functional

Equipped with a new large sized 15' Android screen, with 
pre-set parameters, practitioners can enjoy a more 
intuitive, user friendly work experience.  

Continuous Contact Cooling

ICE Plus is an advanced technology that continuously 
cools skin and facilitates range-controlled temperature 
throughout the entire treatment. The ICE Plus™ cold 
sapphire tip minimizes epidermal risks while maintaining 
heat within the dermis where hair follicles are treated. 
Temperature remains controlled and constant which 
contributes to the diode's efficiency. Patients can now 
enjoy a virtually painless, cool and comfortable experience 
throughout the session.  

Dual Connector

More Flexibility. Less Fuss.

Soprano Titanium is the first version of Soprano hair 
removal systems that includes two connectors, which 
enables two different applicators to be connected to the 
platform at all times. This feature allows for more flexibility, 
while eliminating time spent on switching applicators 
during treatments.



Soprano Titanium

Smart Clinic is a pioneering, cloud-based businesses development tool that offers continuous 
access to live data through an application and online platform. It empowers better management 
processes simply and seamlessly, reflecting a real time status of platforms, applicators, and 
productivity, letting you access data and make adjustments without losing time. Smart Clinic 
drives optimization and  standardization, empowering decisions based on genuine data and 
statistics – not guesswork. It also boosts marketing endeavors by enabling notifications of 
launches, new products, event invitations and more.

Manage Your Clinic.
Maximize Your Potential.

Never Miss a Beat
Smart Clinic is a multi-faceted solution that provides a complete
picture of your business; whether it is a single clinic or a chain.

Treatment Management | Automatically document and log treatments, including areas treated, 
parameters used, and date of visit. 

Platforms and Applicators | Lets you view the number of pulses, time operated, areas treated, 
number of platforms and applicators operated by each practitioner at any given time. This data 
is crucial for ongoing modifications of your clinic’s equipment and for collecting operational 
statistics (per platforms, applicator and clinic), tracking practitioner performance and improving 
human resource management.

Maintenance and Service | Smart Clinic lets you open up a service call at any time through 
the application, sending you a troubleshoot guide so that problems can be solved when they 
arise. It offers the ability to track treatments and view statistics for each machine to prevent 
overuse and underuse, follow up on errors and receive ongoing maintenance alerts (water/
filters). With Smart Clinic, you can prevent downtime, manage your resources more efficiently 
and boost productivity.



The 755nm wavelength, based on the Alex laser, offers a strong absorption 
by the chromophore melanin. This makes the 755nm an ideal wavelength 
in the removal of fine and light colored hair.

755nm 

SHR™ - Alma's proprietary hair removal innovation is the only clinically 
proven method of laser hair removal that is virtually painless, and it is the 
safest laser hair removal method for all skin types, including dark and 
tanned skin. Its unique gradual heating and high frequency pulse delivery 
method effectively damages the hair follicle and hinders re-growth, while 
preventing injury to the surrounding tissue. SHR™ protects the melanin of 
the skin using a unique method, allowing the procedure to be performed 
on all skin types anytime of the year as well as on tanned skin. 

The 810nm wavelength is the gold standard for laser hair removal. It 
balances safety with efficacy by possessing good absorption in melanin 
and relatively deep penetration.

810nm 

The 1064nm wavelength is characterized by lower melanin absorption, 
making it a perfect solution for darker skin types. The 1064nm also offers
deep penetration targeting the bulb and papilla of the hair follicle. With 
water and hemoglobin absorption, the 1064nm wavelength increases the 
thermal profile of the overall treatment, leading to highly effective hair
removal, especially for deep hair follicles.

1064nm SHR™ 
technique

3D 
Technology 

Featuring its exclusive 3D technology, Soprano 
Titanium combines the three most effective 
laser wavelengths into a single applicator, 
simultaneously targeting different tissue 
depths and anatomical structures within the 
hair follicle. By combining the absorption and 
penetration levels of different wavelengths, 
along with extended treatment coverage, 
increased comfort and low maintenance 
requirements, Soprano Titanium is the safest 
and most efficient hair removal treatment 
available today. 3D technology for one superior 
hair removal solution.

CLINICALLY
PROVEN

Synergetic 
Technologies. 
Superior Results.
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This exclusive applicator is a valuable asset for any clinic. With its large 4cm2 spot size, and 
integration of three wavelengths, it facilitates increased treatment coverage to significantly 
reduce treatment time and make the process easier and safer for patients. With TRIO 4cm2, 
hair removal is quick, efficient and convenient.

SPEED™ 810 

Incorporating a highly effective and safe 
wavelength in a comfortable 2cm spot 
size.

COMPACT 810
Incorporating a highly effective and safe 
wavelength, the 1cm spot size allows 
treating small areas comfortably.

FACIAL TIP
Easily treat areas that are normally hard 
to reach, including the ears, nostrils
and glabella.

TRIO - Three In One
This applicator enables the delivery of three highly effective wavelengths in one, 
making it suitable for all skin types. Covering a spot size of 2cm2 it simultaneously 
targets different tissue depths and anatomical structures within the hair follicle, 
increasing treatment efficiency.

3D and 40% faster!

The Titanium's
Applicators

ALEX 755
Powerful absorption, combined with 
continuous cooling, enables the 
treatment of light and fine hair for
skin types I-V.
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LARGE 4 cm2 SPOT SIZE FOR 
QUICK TREATMENTS

CLINICALLY PROVEN 3D TECHNOLOGY

TWO CONNECTORS

ICE PLUS™ CONTINUOUS                 
COOLING SYSTEM

SMART CLINIC DATA CENTER

NO CONSUMABLES

INTUITIVE, USER FRIENDLY LARGE SCREEN 
(15' ANDROID) WITH PRE-SET PARAMETERS

I-VI SKIN TONES AND TANNED SKIN

Platform
Benefits

I am very pleased with the results I am able to achieve with the Soprano 
Titanium. Besides for the high efficiency and safety record, which are 
the base for any hair removal treatment, there are additional features, 
such as Smart Clinic and the unique TRIO 4cm2 applicator, which set it 
above and beyond any other system on the market today.

"
"Dr. Pablo Naranjo MD, PhD, Medical Director of

Elite Laser Clinic & Laser Unit at NISA Hospital, Madrid, Spain

Understanding the nature of your practice, and the need for maximum ease 

and mobility, we developed Alma Air, an adjustable belt designed to carry 

Alma’s applicators while you work. Alma Air helps lift the load off your back and 

make your work easy and effortless.  

Its functional design eliminates the need to hold the umbilical cord while you work, so 

that you don’t have to carry any excess weight. Convenient, comfortable, and made 

from a breathable material to prevent perspiration, Alma Air supports your back – as 

well as your clinic’s efficiency. 

Alma Air
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PBSP28111801_05Email: info@almalasers.com

Alma Lasers GmbH

Nordostpark 100-102
90411 Nuremberg, Germany
Tel. + 49 911 / 89 11 29-0
Fax + 49 911 / 89 11 29-99

CONNECT WITH ALMA
www.almalasers.com
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